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Abstract— A land-and-traverse mission to icy worlds such as
Europa and Enceladus is challenging due to lack of prior
knowledge regarding the terrain conditions. Previous work [1]
showed that rovers with high degrees of freedom (DoF) can
achieve robust traversal by leveraging redundant modes for
mobility to counter terrain uncertainty (e.g. walking, driving,
or inch-worming). This paper presents a generic and scalable
reinforcement learning scheme for enabling on-board decision
making on rovers to automatically switch between modes of
traversal based on online performance feedback. The objective
is to maximize energy efficiency, minimize operator input and
successfully negotiate unstructured terrain conditions without
relying on exhaustive prior knowledge. The proposed methodology is well grounded in the literature on reinforcement learning
and has been adapted to address conformance to validation and
verification requirements and JPL flight operations history of
using per-sol prescribed sequences for a space mission.

Data-driven learning for robotic systems can be asset in
known environments but it is a challenge for unknown environments. The first reason for this is that by definition prior
data collection is infeasible. Traditional machine learning
relies on large scale batch training data to encode knowledge.
The second reason is non-stationarity. Non-stationary or
drifting nature of physical interaction arises out of many
factors. Either the world is truly changing, the hardware is
degrading over time, or there is ambiguity in the ability to
measure the true state of world (e.g. many kinds of ice, but
they all look the same). All the above reasons essentially
make physical interaction non-stationary or dynamic over
time. In such scenarios, learning needs to be balanced with
an appropriate amount of unlearning (i.e. forgetting the past).
Unlike global data-heavy methods that rely on prior training
data, local data-lite approaches learn online and in a more
localized fashion (e.g. moving window) and can address the
learning-unlearning trade-off. For these reasons we focus
on online reinforcement learning aimed at unknown nonstationary conditions. The notion of deploying an agent that
can sense, act, and learn from physical interactions is the
main objective of the Reinforcement Learning (RL) field.
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Reinforcement Learning and Multi-armed Bandits
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a sub-area of machine learning that focuses on in-situ learning from experience. RL is
a wide area of study and many different methods have been
studied in literature [2], [3]. Fig. 1 illustrates a broad outline
of RL methods in literature and shows how our proposed
approach (R*) relates to others. All methods in RL aim
to maximize some notion of cumulative rewards to enable
agents to take actions. The specific implementation or problem formulation corresponds to how much prior knowledge is
needed and how the space of states and actions is represented.

1. I NTRODUCTION
The challenge of land-and-traverse missions to icy worlds
such as Europa and Enceladus stems from a lack of prior
knowledge about the terrain conditions that a rover may
encounter. Environment uncertainty is the main advocate for
primary orbiting missions followed by landers or land-andtraverse missions. However, remote sensing may not always
provide relevant data for estimating traversal performance.
From a field roboticist’s handbook there is value in learning
directly from physical interaction with the environment of
interest. True knowledge needed to interact effectively can
only be gathered by beginning to interact in the first place. In
this paper we present a framework that provides a practical
approach to tackle environment uncertainty by encouraging
redundancy in robotic capabilities. Redundant approaches
to achieve traversal and on-board decision making to choose
between them will enable a rover to be resilient to unforeseen
issues. Such a framework can reduce mission risk and
can enable cheaper and more incremental land-and-traverse
missions from the get go.

The most widely studied RL problem formulation is a
Markov Decision Process (MDP) [3](Right branch in Fig.1).
MDP considers the joint states of environment and the agent
actions as fully or partially known and stochasticity is encoded in the process model. The focus in the MDP formulation is on the randomness in state transitions when an action
is taken and the reward function is usually considered to be
deterministic.
In contrast, the approach taken in this paper is to study the
problem as a Multi-Armed Bandits problem (MAB) where
the state of the environment is treated as unobservable and
the rewards are considered random (left branch in Fig. 1). It
is noteworthy to mention that the bandit terminology comes
from a colloquial reference to casino slot machines where a
single lever generates rewards at random. The multi-armed
terminology is a reference to a hypothetical slot machine with
multiple levers where the distribution of rewards for each
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lever are different. The MAB approach is aimed at problems
where a limited set of resources must be allocated between
mutually exclusive choices so as to maximize cumulative
reward. The MAB formulation is a natural starting point
to study the problem at hand of mobility mode selection in
unknown environments. No assumptions are made about the
state of the environment. In our application the rewards are
real-time energy efficiency estimates which can change any
time due to a dynamically changing environment.

Figure 2. RoboSimian robot traversing rough terrain in
Death Valley, CA [1]. The robot has 32 Degrees of Freedom
(DoFs) in total, including four wheels and four 7 DoF limbs.

Figure 1. High level overview of Reinforcement Learning
Methods. The approach proposed in this paper (R*) is based
on the Multi-Armed Bandits (MAB) problem formulation.
MAB address problems where a limited set of resources
must be allocated between mutually exclusive choices so as
to maximize cumulative reward. The MAB formulation is a
natural starting point to study the problem at hand of
mobility mode selection in unknown environments.

Figure 3. Four Mobility Modes on RoboSimian: Driving,
Inch-worming, Sculling and Walking. A detailed description
of modes is discussed in [1].

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces some
background in RL-MAB problem formulations and motivates
a variant to MAB named R*. Section 3 further develops
R* for use in a space exploration mission and is the main
contribution of this paper. Section 4 talks about our application which concerns traversal via multiple mobility modes
and on-board decision making to switch between modes.
The apparatus used is JPL’s RoboSimian Robot (Fig. 2) in
a wheel-on-limb configuration performing multiple mobility
modes (Fig. 3). Finally Section 5 presents results on slip
recovery experiments, computational load and reduction in
operator input.

agent receives from the environment at any time is given by a
reward function (r : S × A → R).
At an abstract level, the main goal of RL is to find a sequence
of actions that maximize the cumulative (or time-discounted)
average of rewards shown below in Eq. 1. This maximization
is done through the notion of an action-value function shown
in Eq. 2.
T
X
Rt =
γ k rt+1+k ,
(1)
k=0

Qπ (s, a) = Eπ {Rt |st = s, at = a } .

2. A PPROACH

(2)

In Eq. 1, γ is the discount factor for future rewards. The notion of an action-value function (Qπ ) represents the expected
cumulative reward for any given combination of states and
actions. The subsequent MAB formulations presented in the
following sections differ in computation of the action-value
function and in the definition of what constitutes a reward.

In this paper, we address the autonomous traversal of unexperienced terrain in the context of a Multi-Armed Bandit
(MAB) problem. We introduce a variant of MAB named
Reinforced STochastic Auto Regression (R-STAR or R*)
algorithm. This section briefly introduces the RL problem,
its interpretation as a MAB and the proposed R-STAR or R*
approach.

The Multi-Armed Bandits (MAB) Formulation
Stationary Environments—The core feature in MAB is the
assumption that environment state space is hidden. One
method to estimate the true expected action-value function
Q∗t (a), for a ∈ {a1 , a2 , . . . , an }, is through a Monte-Carlo
(MC) approximation. If we take γ = 1, we can find Qt , the

RL is a time dependent optimization process with states and
actions indexed in time. Here, we assume that the time is
discrete. The state st ∈ S is what an agent is experiencing
at time t. An action, at , that belongs to the set of all possible
actions A (st ) is chosen at time t. The reward, rt , that an
2

estimate of Q∗t , as

Unlike traditional MAB, where a reward is received after
each action selection, we redefine the notion of instantaneous
reward as a tracking problem. The goal in R* is to minimize
cumulative deviations from a prescribed low-bound cost signal over time.

Pka
Qt (a) = Qka (a) =

i=1 ri

ka

.

(3)

Here, ka is the total number of times that action a was
chosen until time t. This sample average would converge to
Q∗t (a) by the law of large numbers. Hence, when Q∗t (a) is
estimated, the action(s) maximizing the action value function
can be picked by a greedy action a∗ :
a∗ = arg max Qt (a) .

To achieve this, we re-formulate MAB with a new cost signal
that is the deviation of the measured cost C(a, st ) from C̄ (a)
at any moment. This is represented as follows:


χδ C (a, st ) − C̄ (a) a = at ,
ct (a) =
(9)
0
a 6= at ,

(4)

a

where at is the current action selection and χδ is a δ-tolerance
function defined as follows for δ > 0:

x |x| > δ,
χδ (x) =
(10)
0 |x| 6 δ,

However, at the beginning of the MC estimation, we need
to explore all actions. Otherwise, if Qt (a) is initialized to
zero, the method will get stuck with only one action and
will not update Qt (a) for all actions. Hence, instead of a
fully greedy action selection (4), we will take the following
ε-greedy method, 0 < ε < 1,
(
arg max Qt (a) Pr = 1 − ε,
a
at+1 =
(5)
∼ U (A)
Pr = ε,

The δ-tolerance function provides a tolerance dead-band to
manage sensitivity to noise in the cost measurement.
With the above reformulation, of what constitutes a instantaneous reward/cost, we have an updated equation for the
action-value function

where U (A) is a uniform distribution on actions. This
equation is stating that the next action is taken to be a greedy
with probability 1 − ε, and it would be random with probability ε. This approach will guarantee a balance between the
exploration and exploitation of all actions and action-values.
However, this method could be useful if the distribution of r
values is stationary.

qt+1 (a) = qt (a) + α (ct (a) − qt (a)) .

This function resembles Eq. 6, however, it is in the units
of cost rather than rewards for numerical reasons (to avoid
division by zero when there is no deviation). Also, similar to
Eq. 6, we have 0 < α 6 1. This new equation represents
the accumulative non-stationary nature of a newly defined
cost signal. In general, although made upon linear parts, this
algorithm setup is a non-linear cost estimator.

Non-Stationary Environments—For a non-stationary environment, where the distribution of r values is dynamic and
changing, a variant of the MAB can be derived by restructuring Eq. 3 as a moving average over time
Qka +1 (a) = Qka (a) + α (rka +1 − Qka (a)) ,

The most important part in an RL problem is the reward
or cost definition. This directly relates to how optimality
is defined and achieved. In our case, optimality refers to
tracking the lower bound on cost. For our specific application
discussed in Sec. 4, we take the total amount of spent energy
over the total amount of traversed distance as the cost signal
at each time step. The units of this signal is Joules/M eter.
The lower-bound signal is a reference signal used to encode a
notion of nominal/expected operation in best-case conditions.

(6)

for 0 < α 6 1. Solving this recursion, it can also be
expressed as
Qka (a) = (1 − α)

ka

Q0 (a) +

ka
X

ka −i

α (1 − α)

ri . (7)

Given, an updated action-value function based on Eq. 11,
action selection can be performed for R* similar to MAB.
We can chose the next action based on an ε-greedy method
similar to Eq. 5; but instead of maximization of Qt+1 (a)
we have minimization of qt+1 (a). However, picking the next
action based on an ε-greedy method is not always desired as
some actions have more preference than others. A measure
to indicate this preference can be expressed by the inverse of
the lower-bound cost function (8) as

i=1

Here, it is clear that if α is close to zero, we have a long-term
memory in the moving average, and if it is close to unity, the
formula emphasizes more on recent rewards. The advantage
of this re-structuring is that Eq. 7 can handle action-value
estimation in dynamic and non-stationary environment.
Reinforced STochastic Auto Regression (R-STAR or R*)—
In this part, we present a new formulation that alters the
MAB formulation with additional structure. It is motivated
by the non-stationary moving average (6) formulation and
relates to auto-regressive models[4] used to model timevarying stochastic processes. Taking C(a, s) as the cost of
choosing an action for a possible environment state, here,
it is assumed that we have access to a lower bound on the
cost (inverse reward) of choosing an action in all possible
environment states C̄ (a). This lower bound cost function
can be thought as the best case expected performance in all
possible environment states for a certain action
C̄ (a) = min C (a, s) .
s

(11)

p (a) =

1
.
C̄ (a)

Hence, we can rewrite the action selection as
(
arg max p (a) qt+1 (at ) 6= 0,
a∈It
at+1 =
at
qt+1 (at ) = 0.

(12)

(13)

It in Eq. 14 is an active set that contains candidate actions that
minimize the action-value function and is given as follows:
It = arg min qt+1 (a) .

(8)

a
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(14)

0

(ct (a ) > 0) after some time steps and the command latching
0
ceases to work since a 6= arg min qt+1 (a).

In a tracking problem, unexplored actions will have zero cost
of deviation. This will auto-include them within the active set
(It ) encouraging exploration. However, Eq. 13 picks actions
with higher preferences enabling exploitation.

Non-stationarity requires deviations from reference actions to
be temporary. After a certain forgetting period, the reference
action should be a candidate for re-exploration in order to
return back to operator prescribed commands. This recovery
feature is achieved by expanding the definition of cost signal
in Eq. 9 and the active set (It ) used in action selection. The
new cost signal is defined as follows:
(

χδ C (a,st ) − C̄(a) a = at ,
0
ct (a) =
(17)
−λI a = a
a 6= at ,

Depending on whether we use ε-greedy method (Eq. 5)
or the preference-action-selection method (Eq. 13), these
methods are called ε-R* and p-R*, respectively. Since these
two reinforcement methods are similar to auto-regression
models [4], we label them as the Reinforced STochastic Auto
Regression (R-STAR or R*) method. We refer to p-R* as
the default R* method in this paper. The next section puts
together all the elements of the R* algorithm in further detail
for use in a space mission.

where I is the indicator function (one when argument is true
and zero otherwise). Finally, the active set It is modified
to only include lower cost actions compared to the current
0
observed cost measurement and the reference action a . This
set is used within Eq. 16 for selecting the next-best action.
n 0o

It = a C̄t (a) 6 C (at , st ) ∪ a .
(18)

3. R* FOR R EMOTE E XPLORATION
A standard practise in remote operation of rovers is a persol uplink of a sequence of commands [5], [6], [7] for point
A to B exploration. JPL flight system architecture’s have
successfully exploited [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] the concept of
a command dictionary. The dictionary consists of a set welldefined and validated commands which are used to string
together longer sequences to achieve remote operations [13],
[14], [15]. The R* algorithm conforms to this flight legacy
of using prescribed sequences from earth while achieving
sufficient abstraction to perform in-situ decision making to
deviate from the prescribed sequence when necessary. A key
feature that enables this is action latching and is discussed
below.

The previous version of p-R* (Eq.13 and Eq.14) managed
exploration and exploitation by encoding preferences in the
objective and using the q function to determine candidate
in the active set. In the modified p-R*, preferences are
encoded in the active set determination and action selection
minimizes the q function. This modification has more of an
exploitative flavor and discourages unnecessary exploration
from a reference sequence. It explicitly prevents exploration
of high-expected-cost actions unless until all other low-cost
alternatives have been explored.

Action Latching (AL)—By action latching, we mean that the
robot needs to give preference to operator-issued commands.
For example, in the context of mobility if the command center
issues the robot to walk over a certain distance, the robot
is supposed to do its best to follow the command and only
attempt alternatives if walking is displaying significant offnominal performance. Such a framework has three unique
features 1) it allows a system to only engage decision making
in situations when performance is off-nominal 2) it provides a
setting for a remote operator to specify sub-optimal reference
actions due to reasons other than optimal traversal (e.g.
scientific) 3) leads to bounded operation in the presence of
high noise which is desired for space missions. The later will
be demonstrated in Section 5 via experimental injection of
noise in the cost signal.

In a short summary, unlike the MAB formulation which is
aimed at seeking optimality all the time, the above changes
enables the R* algorithm to a) track reference command
sequences even if they are sub-optimal b) deviate from a
prescribed sequence in the event of significant off-nominal
performance c) return to references actions in the prescribed
sequence after a forgetting period determined by α.
Online updates to C̄—In what we have mentioned so far, we
have assumed that C̄ is known and given. However, there
is a possibility that this value cannot be accurately estimated
ahead of robot deployment into the field. In fact, estimating
C̄ needs experimental designs that could either be expensive
or hard-to-set-up due to the fact that simulating/experiences
all types of terrain conditions (s) is infeasible. As a result,
in practice, it is possible that the initial estimation of C̄ is
not accurate. We can solve this problem by updating C̄
dynamically. In fact, we are only interested in updating this
value if at a time instance t we observe C (a, st )− C̄ (a) < 0.
We assign an index t to C̄ to express its temporal time
dependency. Using this, for the current taken action at , we
can propose

C̄t+1 (at ) = C̄t (at ) − ρU C̄t (at ) − C (at , st ) . (19)

Action latching can be addressed by minor changes in the
initialization of the R* and in the action selection
scheme
0
within p-R*. Assume that a reference action a has been
commanded by a human operator. Then we can initialize the
action-value vector function q t to zero except for the element
0
corresponding to a , where we set it to some negative value
−λ for λ ∈ R+ . In other words,

0
0
a 6= a ,
qt=0 (a) =
(15)
0
−λ a = a .
In this context, the next-best action selection within p-R* is
modified to be
at+1 = arg min qt+1 (a) .

In this formulation, we have 0 < ρ < 1 and

x, x > 0,
U (x) =
0, x 6 0.

(16)

a∈It

0

0

Action selection via p-R* will pick a as long as qt (a ) < 0
(Eq. 14). As the cost of deviation becomes significant

(20)

All the above elements are unified and summarized in Algorithm 1. Last but not least, we need to mention that the
4

performance of all exploration "is" risky, in a general context.
However, in this framework, we have critically bounded the
space of the actions. Each action is verified and validated
on earth, even though we cannot guarantee performance, we
can guarantee no emergent behavior due to unknown actions.
Hence, even a bad decision is yet not fatal.

also encode auxiliary actions (posture transitions) which are
needed in order to be able to safely switch modes.

Algorithm 1: R*. t is an integer representing a temporal
index and d corresponds to total distance traversed. s
is an unknown environment state that is assumed to be
unobservable. Actions (a’s) corresponds to different
modes of unit distance traversal or auxiliary actions that
enables posture changes to transition modes. C (a, st ) is
measured cost and C̄ is a function of lower bounds on the
cost that is given a priori.
Initialization
• Get C̄t=0 (a).
• Set distance d = 0, and final distance goal ∆.
0
• Initialize t = 0, at = a and ct (a) = 0 ∀a ∈ A.

0
0
a 6= a ,
• Initialize action latching qt=0 (a) =
0
−λ a = a .
Main
while d < ∆ do
• Take action at , measure the distance increment ξ and the
cost C (at , (
st ).

χδ C (a,st ) − C̄(a) a = at ,
0
• ct (a) =
−λI a = a
a 6= at .

• C̄t+1 (at ) = C̄t (at ) − ρU C̄t (at ) − C (at , st ) .
• qt+1 (a) = qt (a) + α (ct (a) − qt (a)) , a ∈ A.
• at+1 = arg min qt+1 (a)
a∈It

Constraining the decision space to feasible outcomes by
construction enables validation and verification (V&V) of
on-line learning methods in unknown environments which
is necessary for deployment in a space application. An
approach to exercise the worst case performance of a given
algorithm is discussed in Section 5. This approach exercises
the full space of feasible outcomes by injecting noise into the
feedback signal.

Figure 4. A feasibility graph is used to encode structure by
bounding the space of decisions and outcomes. The circular
nodes in black correspond to known postures or
configurations of the robot from which certain predefined
primitives (blue) can be called.

5. R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
Slip Recovery Experiments

where
n 0o
It = a C̄t (a) 6 C (at , st ) ∪ a .
• Issue actions/mode transitions according to a feasibility
graph (Section 4, Fig. 4).
• t ← t + 1.
• d ← d + ξ.
end

The slip recovery experiment consisted of sending a drive
command to the robot while an operator recreated discrete
events of slip by pulling on the robot with a rope. The visual
odometry signal from an example run is shown below in Fig.
5. The purpose of this experiment was to recreate slipping in
the middle of driving to observe two things 1) a successful
trigger to inch-worming mode due to inefficient driving 2) a
successful recovery back to driving after some time.

4. ROBO S IMIAN AND M ULTI -M ODAL
M OBILITY
The RoboSimian robot was chosen as the platform of choice
for the experiments presented in this paper. The robot has
four 7 DoF limbs and has 32 DoFs in total including actuators
in the wheels. Further information regarding the robot can
be found in [16]. Fig. 3 shows four mobility modes that
were developed on the RoboSimian robot. Further information regarding the development of these mobility modes are
discussed in [1].
A feasibility graph is used to encode the robot’s structure to
the decision making problem. Such a graph is shown in Fig.
4. By bounding the space of decisions and outcomes, reinforcement learning becomes tractable and can be performed
efficiently. The graph consists of known postures (nodes)
and primitives (edges) which are fully known to the system.
Each node and edge is well-tested and has been verified to be
safe and feasible. The edges on this graph correspond to the
individuals actions of the robot which in our case is moving a
certain distance in a particular mode (driving, inch-worming,
sculling or walking). In addition to mobility actions, we

Figure 5. Visual odometry signal during a forced slip run.
The negative velocity spikes at the 30 sec mark correspond
to the pulling events on the robot.
The energy efficiency signal (Shown in Fig. 6) is used as realtime feedback for auto selection of mobility modes. Energy
5

efficiency was defined as the ratio of visual odometry (m/s)s
and power consumption (W ) via motor currents. It can
be seen that the energy efficiency signal (units: m/M J) is
mainly correlated with the visual odometry signal. In the
current testing regime the change in power consumption was
minimal compared to visual odometry spikes from slipping
since the terrain conditions were constant.

a forced slip event. The energy-distance traces illustrate a
successful trigger to inch-worming as a response to forced
slipping. In the case of the 3m run, a successful recovery
back to driving was observed as expected. The 2m runs
terminated at the end of each inch-worming signal illustrating
that recovery is a function of distance. The later illustrates the
locality of the decision making engine: the intermittent poor
performance of driving is forgotten after a certain distance
(≈2m) and higher efficiency modes will be attempted again.
Computational load
Table 1 shows CPU and Memory consumption on a typical
2.4 GHz Linux System for the entire robot processes. The
results show the aggregate usage of control and planning
algorithms, perception algorithms, the proposed reinforcement learning module and operator interfaces. The main
computational load is in the control and planning algorithms
but even that is only using 2-3 % of the available CPU load.
The results only show a 1% increase in CPU load when
the decision making is active and the robot is moving when
compared to when its stationary. The memory requirements
are higher as worst case memory was statically allocated
to simulate hundreds of modes and thousands of primitives.
The following results illustrate the efficacy of the proposed
approach for a space implementation where computational
resources are limited on a radiation hardened computer.

Figure 6. The Energy efficiency signal (units: m/M J)
during a forced slip run. It is mainly correlated with the
visual odometry signal (Fig. 5) as the change in power
consumption was minimal compared to visual odometry
spikes from slipping.

Operator input—Without on-board decision making, the rate
of commands being sent to the robot was around 16 cmds per
meter of traversal. The specificity of the commands included
turning active articulation on and off, adjusting controller
gains and setting distance goals for each mobility mode. With
on-board decision making, a single distance independent
command was sent to the robot. Even for a small distance
of 3m, this was a 50x reduction in the communications from
a command executive and on-board controllers and planners.
Verification and Sensitivity Analysis
Fig. 8 shows simulation results of the traditional multi-armed
bandits (MAB) approach and the proposed R* method. The
results trace energy as a function of distance. Under no noise,
the MAB approach has the optimal performance as the robot
is always maximizing energy efficiency. The R* approach
is sub-optimal as the robot was given reference sequence
to drive for 0.7m and inchworm for 0.5m. Note that R*
only maximizes energy efficiency by switching modes when
expected and measured values deviate significantly. However,
under noise in the reward signal the worst case behavior for
MAB is unbounded unlike the R* approach which is bounded
between driving and inch-worming performance levels. In
summary, we advocate for a flight compliant validation procedure of learning methods in unknown conditions. This procedure would involve checking for bounded performance, and
a prescribed magnitude of noise via monte-carlo simulations
(similar to results shown in Fig. 8).

Figure 7. The figure shows expected and measured energy
as a function of distance. Dotted lines show expected energy
increase as a function of distance. The red line corresponds
to a driving run with no forced slipping and the blue lines
correspond to multiple forced slip runs. The blue lines start
out at a driving slope and switch to the inch-worming slope
as a response to a forced slip event.
The results of the slip recovery experiments are summarized
in Fig. 7. The figure shows expected and measured integrated
energy as a function of distance. To get a smooth value for the
action-value function, the distance and energy consumption
were integrated for the period of an active mobility action.
Constant driving is the most efficient, and constant walking
is the least efficient as is illustrated by the slope of the dotted
lines in the Figure. The red line corresponds to a driving
run with no forced slipping and the blue lines correspond to
multiple forced slip runs. The blue lines start out at a driving
slope and switch to the inch-worming slope as a response to

6. C ONCLUSION & F UTURE W ORK
This paper presented a framework to enable on-board decision making to choose between redundant robotic capabilities. Although the work was focused on traversal via different
mobility modes, the framework is general and can be adapted
for sampling modes such as rotary drilling, percussive drilling
or excavating[11]. Redundant approaches to achieve various
mobility and manipulation tasks can reduce mission risk
and can enable cheaper and more incremental land-traverse6

Robot Static
Robot Moving With RL

Motion Control & Planning
CPU (%) Mem (gB)
2.6
3.1
3.6
3.1

Perception
CPU (%) Mem (gB)
0.7
0.868
0.7
0.868

RL Module
CPU (%) Mem (gB)
0.1
0.62
0.1
0.62

Operator Interfaces
CPU(%) Mem (gB)
1.2
0.372
1.2
0.372

Table 1. CPU and Memory consumption on 2.4GHz Linux Systems. CPU consumption is given in % usage and memory in
gigabytes (gB).

Figure 8. Off-line validation: Simulation results of worst case performance under no noise (left) and some noise (right).
Performance of the traditional multi-armed bandits (MAB) approach (blue) is compared against the proposed R* method (red)
under noise. The traces in the figures show measured energy as a function of distance under simulation. Under no noise,the
MAB approach has the optimal performance as the robot is always maximizing energy efficiency. The R* approach only
maximizes energy efficiency when expected and measured deviate significantly. Under injected noise in the reward signal the
worst case behavior for MAB is unbounded whereas the R* approach is bounded.
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We presented a new data-lite algorithm named R* that
complies with JPL flight operations approach of using prescribed sequences from earth as a reference. The proposed
algorithm achieves sufficient abstraction to perform in-situ
decision making only when necessary and is conservative.
By constraining the decision space to feasible outcomes by
construction we enable validation and verification (V&V)
of the on-line learning methods in unknown environments.
V&V is achieved by verifying that worst-case performance
bounds are within acceptable limits by running the algorithms
offline in simulation with noise in the feedback signal.
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